
David Packouz Unveils War Dogs Academy:
Transforming Beginners into Successful
Government Contractors in 90 Days

MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, May 23, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- David

Packouz, the man behind the story of the 2016 box office hit "War Dogs," has launched War Dogs

Academy, a comprehensive program designed to turn complete beginners into successful

government contractors in just 90 days. This groundbreaking initiative provides exclusive access

to the same strategies that Packouz used to secure multi-million dollar government contracts,

culminating in the $300 million deal featured in the film.

Packouz, portrayed by Miles Teller in "War Dogs," recounts his transition from a massage

therapist to a prominent figure in government contracting. "The movie didn't have time to go

into what we actually did to compete and absolutely crush big-name military contractors like

Northrop Grumman and Lockheed Martin by beating them at their own game," Packouz

explains. War Dogs Academy aims to fill that gap, offering step-by-step guidance that picks up

where the movie left off.

Unlocking the Secrets to Government Contracting Success

War Dogs Academy demystifies the government contracting process, making it accessible to

young professionals, career changers, veterans, and even foreign companies. The program

emphasizes practical, actionable steps, including:

- Top-Secret Strategies: The exact methods taught by Ephraim Diveroli which enabled Packouz to

climb from small contracts to multi-million dollar deals.

- Efficient Bidding: Techniques for identifying and winning lucrative government contracts, with a

focus on maximizing profit margins.

- Zero-Cost Financing: Innovative solutions for securing upfront funds from suppliers and

investors, eliminating the need for significant initial investment.

Special Offer for Aspiring Contractors

For a limited time, War Dogs Academy is offering complete access to its program for a one-time

payment, providing an unparalleled opportunity for individuals to break into the government

contracting space without the traditional barriers of experience and capital.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Packouz concludes, "I’m giving you that same opportunity I had, but without the loan sharks,

high-speed desert chases, and menacing warlords trying to put my head on a stick."

About War Dogs Academy

War Dogs Academy is an educational platform dedicated to transforming beginners into

successful government contractors. Founded by David Packouz, whose real-life story inspired the

film "War Dogs," the academy offers in-depth training, mentorship, and resources to help

individuals win life-changing government contracts.

David Packouz

War Dogs Academy

+1 9195799902

info@wardogsacademy.com
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